
ZAP 
 

Rules and How to Play 
  

*I recommend laminating the pages first.* 
  
Cut the ZAP cards apart and put them in an envelope or bag. Players take 
turns pulling a car out of the envelope. They read the word and must 
either use it in a sentence or say the word accurately 3 times. If they are 
able to complete the task, they may keep their card, otherwise it gets put 
in to a pile in the middle.  
If the player draws a ZAP card, they must put all of their cards into the 
middle and start collecting again. If a player draws a ZAP A FRIEND 
card, they may choose another player to put all of their cards in the 
middle. The player with the most cards at the end of the game wins! 
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cherry cheese chicken 

chips chewing chubby 

church  China chore 

chapter checkers chest 

chilly children Charlie 



grandchild crutches touchdown 

kitchen marching itching 

matches enchilada peaches 

witches furniture watchdog 

creature pitcher bleachers 



beach branch crunch 

couch roach punch 

witch touch teach 

sketch ostrich sandwich 

itch each stitch 
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